
Good Morning!
Have a great Wednesday!

Here’s the link to Joe 
Wicks if you fancy it!
https://www.youtube.
com/channel/UCAxW
1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rY
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How many ways 
can you make 100?

E.g. 

32 + 32 = 64
18 + 18 = 36

64 + 36 = 100
 



SPaG



  Double 
Negatives



Double Negatives
Double negatives are 
when there are two 
negative words together 
in a sentence. Double 
negatives do not make 
sense!



Look at this sentence:

The dog hasn’t got no bones.

It contains a double negative.



Now Look at this sentence:

The dog hasn’t got any bones.

It is now written correctly.



Can you spot the double 
negatives?
The tractor hasn’t got no engine.



It should say…
The tractor has not got an 
engine.



Your turn to correct the sentences:
I never got no cake at the party.
She don’t come round no more.

I haven’t never seen my neighbour.
She didn’t go nowhere near him.

I’m not never going to that shop again.
I don’t want no help in the lesson.

She didn’t know nothing.



Answers...
I never got any cake at the party.
She doesn’t come round any more.
I have never seen my neighbour.
She didn’t go anywhere near him.

I’m never going to that shop again.
I don’t want any help in the lesson.

She didn’t know anything.



Literacy



LO: I can plan my own set of 
instructions.

LO: I can list my equipment using bullet 
points.



Today, you are going to come 
up with your own ideas for 

what you want to base your 
instructions on.

So, instead of a woolly 
mammoth, what will you 

wash?



How to Wash A...



What will you need to wash your animal other than a bath?
(This is known as your list of equipment)

These are the items 
needed to wash a 
woolly mammoth!



My Example:
How to Wash a Wild Wolf

Things that you need:
● Some fragranced bubble bath
● A soft bristle hairbrush
● A huge sponge
● A rubber duck to keep the wolf entertained
● A cup of chamomile tea to relax the wolf
● A story to read him whilst in the bath
● A scented candle to remove any bad odours
● Some nail clippers to trim hi sharp claws
● Some olive oil to make his fur shine!



Your task:
Decide on your animal to wash (that will be your title!)

Then, select some items that you will need. Use adjectives to describe your 
equipment. This will make it easier to write your method section tomorrow!

Make sure you use bullet points for your equipment, as they should be written 
in a list.



Maths



34 + 10 =
28 + 9 =
27 + 11 =
172 + 19 =
234 + 71 =
256 + 89 =

Add these numbers mentally:



LO: I can use the 
inverse



What does inverse mean?



Inverse means opposite. The inverse of 
adding is subtracting!



+
Grab a WB or piece of paper and Split in half!

-



300 – 212  =
Let’s solve the subtraction together!

Draw a number line and 
count up to find the answer. 
(Watch video for me 
modelling how to do this if 
you need reminding!)



300 – 212  = 88
Let’s solve the subtraction together!

The same three 
numbers need to 
be used in both 
calculations!

88 + 212 = 300



600 - 427 =
750 - 518 =
180 - 62 =
45 - 21 =

Your turn - pick a calculation and practice!



MEDIUM
60 - 34 =
50 - 21 =
45 - 22= 
70 - 24 =
52 - 34 =
83 - 13 =
94 - 21 =

HOT
132 - 107 =
180 - 123 =
195 - 101 =
245 - 193 =
230 - 182 =
493 - 228 =
791 - 456 =

SPICY
1627 - 1228 =
1736 - 1192 =
2283 - 2019 =
3284 - 2297 =
1813 - 1294 =
3928 - 2005 =
4302 - 1932 =
3872 - 2294 =

Have a go! Choose a subtraction calculation, then once you have the 
answer swap the numbers around to make an addition sum!



Reading comprehension

My Space Journey








